
           
 
 
Assignment Deadlines         Due Date 
All poems (except possibly the concrete style poem) must be typed!!!     
                                                                                                             

#1 A lyrical poem of at least 8 verses (lines) (homework = 10 points) Friday 4/5/19 
 (Choose one style) 

a. written in rhyming couplets or 
b. written in quatrains with a specific rhyme scheme or 
c. written with an internal rhyme pattern or 
d. written using parallelism or refrain or 
e. written using an irregular rhyme scheme with strong sensory imagery 

     
#2 A specific poem style and form  (homework = 10 points) Wednesday 4/10/19 

 (Choose ONE selection below.) 
a. three tankas or 
b. three haikus or 
c. three diamantes or 
d. three cinquains or 
e. three limericks 
f. two acrostics (must exceed four words per line) or 
g. one concrete poem (picture poem) or 
h. any combination of the above 

                
#3 Other specific poem style and form (homework = 10 points) Friday 4/12/19 

      (Choose ONE selection below.) 
a. one  sonnet or 
b. one pantoum (at least 4 stanzas = 16 lines) or 
c. one narrative (at least 20 verses/lines) or       
d. one ode (at least 10 verses/lines) or  
e. one ballad (a poem meant to be sung of at least 16 verses/lines) 

#4 One free verse poem of at least 8 verses.  (homework = 10 points)  Tuesday 4/30/19 
 

For the final project, you will select one of the poems you have written to refine and display artistically.  

Refer to the student samples shown in class.   

Carefully check the rubric and student checklist for specific criteria for grading. 
 

 



Final Project is due on Friday, May 3, 2019 

 

Creative Poetry 
Final Project 

 
Choose your best poem from the poetry homework assignments 

done over the past days and nights.  Be sure the spelling, grammar, 
etc. is perfect. Using your iPad and the app “Slides”, either insert 

your poem or retype it on the app.  Decorate the poem with an image 
(or images) that reflects the subject of the poem.  Your final project 

will be graded based on the following criteria: 
1.  Title/Style/Name………………………………………. 5 

  (Style of poem must be noted. Ex. acrostic, free verse, etc.) 
2.  Assignment directions followed……………………....10 

  (# of verses, poetic language, rhyme scheme, format, etc.) 
3.  Spelling/Grammar……………………………………..10 
4.  Decoration……………………………………………. 10 

(Should reflect the subject of the poem, but must not 
overshadow the poem.  The poem must clearly be the focus.) 

5.  Color …………………………………………………..  5 
     (black & white  or sepia tones may be acceptable if 
       connected to the general theme/subject of the poem) 

6.  Structure/Font Size/Font Clarity/………………………. 10 
(The font color must be easily readable and the size must be large 

enough for others to easily read on an iPad or computer.) 
 

Very Important: SAVE YOUR TEXT AND IMAGES ON ONE 
OTHER APP! This is to ensure that you don’t “lose” your work.  
This final project is due on Friday, May 3, 2019. 
 

  



Name: _____________________________ Section: __________________ H.W. #_________ 
 
 

Teacher’s Scoring Rubric for Creative Poetry Project 
 

 
A.  Total Points for the following section:  Maximum 5 points 

  The title of the poem is correctly typed on the poem page. 
  The style of the poem has been typed on the page (humorous, lyrical, free verse or specific 

style such as diamantes, haiku, pantoum, ode, etc.) 
  The student’s name is typed on the project.    Total for this Section =   

 
B.  Total Points for the following section:  Maximum 10 points 

  There are NO errors in spelling or grammar throughout the poem. Total for this Section =  
(Any dialect or slang within the poem needs to flow with the entire poem—no single insertions.) 
 
C.  Total Points for the following section:  Maximum 10 points 

  The poem is written in the exact style that is stated on the project (Example: If it is a tanka, 
then be sure the syllabic  pattern is 5-7-5-7-7.)      Total for this Section =   
 
D. Total Points for the following section:  Maximum 25 points 
1.  The visual presentation displays an obvious connection to the subject/theme of the poem. 

 strong visual connection  adequate visual connection  weak or missing visual connection 
 
2.  The entire display on the page is set on the horizontal in the app “Google Slides,” and the 
structure reflects solid organization and alignment (set up).  
   excellent creative planning   
   satisfactory planning   
   project reflects either carelessness or poor planning 
 
3.  All of the text is typed in a readable font size that is of an appropriate size and clarity for the  
 page. THE POEM MUST BE THE FOCUS OF THE PAGE – NOT THE IMAGE. 

 No problems with readability of font    Some problems with readability of font 
 Considerable problems with readability of font 

 
4.  The display is colorful and eye-catching.  (If black and white or sepia tones are used, there 
 should be a consistency in the format  and the total effect should be eye-catching.) 

 exceptionally eye-catching        moderately eye-catching      minimally eye-catching 
           
          Total for this Section =   
Total Points earned =    
    50 
 

 


